
XMAS TREE
CANDLES FOR AN
ECO-FRIENDLY
CHRISTMAS 

O R I G I N A L H O M E  P R E S E N T S :

Today, it is more important than ever to be a
conscious consumer around holiday season but still
give unique gifts. The Xmas tree candles try to fit
into this niche of gift giving: a small, minimalistic
candle that comes in two sizes and is made from
certified palm wax.

With Christmas being just a few months from now, it
is almost time again to think of Christmas gifts.
Especially for the environmentally conscious
consumer, this can be difficult, as gift giving should
not put planet nor people at stake. 

The Xmas tree candles from originalhome are
handmade by craftspeople in East-Java Indonesia
and hand poured solely with wax made from palm
kernel oil. The minimalistic style of the medium and
large sized candles pleases the eye and fits into any
interior. In contrast to the bright colours we are often
exposed to during Christmas, the Xmas tree candles
come in nine on-trend colours inspired by nature
including cognac, forest and beige. The Xmas tree
candles are the perfect small Christmas gift for
anyone you wan to share some light and warmth
with that special someone!



Why originalhome uses certified palm kernel oil for their candles

The palm kernel oil – not to be confused with palm oil - originalhome uses for all of their candles is
RSPO-certified and vegan approved. Technically, palm kernel oil is a waste product of certified palm
oil plantations as it is derived from the same fruit as palm oil. Palm oil is derived from the pulp of the
fruit while palm kernel oil from its pit. The stearin from palm kernel oil is plant-based, burns evenly
and can be safely processed by the candle makers. RSPO-certified palm kernel oil is in line with
originalhome’s proposition and therefore with a conscious consumption and sustainable production.

Make impact with originalhome’s social gifts

Originalhome introduces the perfect eco- and people-friendly alternative to usual gifts: social gifts!
The social gifts are specially selected gift items that support a sustainable and social cause at the
same time. Because of their unique background story they are the perfect gift for that very special
someone. Surprise with unique handmade cutting boards, aprons and multipurpose cloths from
recycled textile, candles from certified palm kernel oil or glassware from upcycled wine bottles. The
gifts are packed in recycled paper packaging with the option of a personalized message. The
purchase of a social gift supports people in remote areas of developing countries that would
otherwise suffer from poverty and unemployment.

 


